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STAR LAURA MARANO COLLABORATES WITH SHERRI HILL ON NEW SPRING
2016 LINE
PROM AND FORMALWEAR COLLECTIONS

PARIS - AUSTIN, 18.11.2015, 13:24 Time

USPA NEWS - Sherri Hill has teamed up with some of Hollywood's youngest starlets to design memorable prom and formalwear
collections. For her Spring 2016 collection, that tradition will continue. The unveiling of Sherri Hill's Prom 2016 line included designs
curated by Laura Marano, the star of Disney Channel's

Sherri Hill has teamed up with some of Hollywood's youngest starlets to design memorable prom and formalwear collections. For her
Spring 2016 collection, that tradition will continue. The unveiling of Sherri Hill's Prom 2016 line included designs curated by Laura
Marano, the star of Disney Channel's.

The 'Laura Marano' collection by Sherri Hill is inspired by Laura's personal style and her prom expertise. Laura attended her junior and
senior proms, a friend's senior prom, and a prom on the set of 'Austin & Ally'. She also starred in Disney Channel Original Movie 'Bad
Hair Day', in which she plays a high school senior preparing for the prom. She even received a Prom-posal from a fan of the show.

The Spring 2016 dress line will include Sherri Hill's signature style aimed at capturing the fashionable lifestyle of today's contemporary
young women. Together, Marano and Hill have created looks that are sure to meet the Sherri Hill mission statement of enhancing the
female form with fashion-forward styling and wearability.

Marano also joins a high-profile list of A-list teen Sherri Hill spokes models such as fellow Disney stars Bella Thorne and Ryan
Newman, as well as dancing with the stars runner up Sadie Robertson. 

Sherri Hill and Laura Marano will also be a part of 'TLC's Say Yes to the Prom.' Sherri Hill will donate dresses and Laura Marano will
host the one-hour show on March 30, 2016, in Miami.

Sherri Hill is an American entrepreneur and fashion designer who specializes is formal evening wear. In 2014, Google recognized
Sherri Hill as one of the Top Ten Trending Fashion Designers in it 14th Annual 'Year in Search' results. 

Currently, Marano stars as 'Ally' in the lead of the Disney Channel international hit television series Austin and Ally which has won Kids
Choice Awards in Mexico, Brazil, Argentina and Columbia. Recently, Marano won Best Actress on TV at the Kids Choice Awards for
role on Austin & Ally and the show won for Best TV Comedy. Recently, her role garnered her Teen Choice Nominations for Choice
Summer TV Star Female and Choice TV Chemistry.
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